We show how to determine the lowest order mixing of all scalar with two fermion two impurity BMN operators in the antisymmetric representation of SO(4). Differentiation on harmonic superspace allows to derive two-loop anomalous dimensions of gauge invariant operators from this knowledge: The value for the second anomalous correction to the dimension is essentially the square of the two fermion admixture. The method effectively increases the loop order by one. For low J we find agreement to all orders in N with results obtained upon diagonalisation of the N = 4 dilation operator.
Introduction
The AdS/CFT conjecture [1] in its strong form has the drawback that the string side of the duality is virtually inaccessible to calculation. More recently, a special limit of the underlying geometry has been considered [2] , in which the string theory becomes solvable [3] . The article [4] elaborated a field theory dual. Strings states are related to composites of very many copies of a given scalar field of N = 4 SYM with a few other elementary fields, commonly termed "impurities". This work addresses once again the set of operators with two impurities: we focus on the mixing between operators made out of only scalar fields and scalar operators with two fermion impurities. In the BMN proposal the SU(4) R symmetry of the N = △ theory is broken to U(1) J ⊗ SO (4) . The chosen scalar field Z, say the field φ 1 in the N = 1 formulation of the theory, is charged under U(1) J but does not transform under the SO(4) factor. The impurities are neutral but rotate under SO (4) . Two impurities may carry a singlet, an antisymmetric and a symmetric traceless representation of SO(4).
We do not enter into the subtleties of the actual limit, although the study is certainly motivated by the BMN proposal. In the full N = 4 theory with unbroken SU(4) R symmetry the two impurity BMN operators are highest weights of an [0, J, 0], a [2, J, 0] and a [2, J, 2] irrep of SU(4), respectively. The operators are made out of many elementary fields, which can be arranged into traces of the associated gauge group generators in many different ways. Since all these objects have the same naive conformal dimension one has to disentangle the operator mixing, i.e. to find operators with well-defined conformal dimension in the quantum theory.
Operator mixing in N = 4 is difficult to solve exactly even at the lowest order in the coupling constant [5, 6] . The large N limit provides a natural simplification. The original work [4] gives a solution for this case. Later on much effort has been dedicated to determining subleading (in N) corrections to the one-loop anomalous dimensions [7, 8] and there is also a two-loop calculation [9] . Degeneracy of the anomalous dimensions between the singlet, antisymmetric and symmetric BMN operators has lead to the conjecture that they belong to supermultiplets. This has been worked out in [10] : the highest weight states are the singlets, the antisymmetric and symmetric operators are descendants.
For J = 2, this had first been observed in [5] . A part of this article is dedicated to demonstrating how the structure of the mixing problem in the J = 2 example generalises to the whole class of operators.
From an N = 4 perspective we are dealing with scalar multiplets of SU(2, 2|4) which carry an SU(4) representation [0, J, 0] and have naive scaling weight ∆ = J + 2. Such operators are semishort [11] in free field theory and may become long in the interacting case.
Interestingly, the two-impurity all scalar BMN operators are the highest weights of four multiplets that are separate in free field theory ([0, J, 0], ∆ = J +2; [2, J, 0], ∆ = J +3 and the conjugate representation, [2, J, 2] , ∆ = J +4), but that patch together if interactions are switched on [12] : The descendant structure [10] derives indeed from the commutator term in the supersymmetry transformations, which comes with the Yang-Mills coupling constant.
But there is a second effect, which we illustrate by an example: The two operators K 1 = (φ Iφ I ) and the lowest component of the stress-energy tensor O 20 are orthogonal, because they are in different representations. Under classical supersymmetry they have descendants in the same representation, namely
(up to scaling) which are clearly not orthogonal to order g 2 . The explanation is that we have omitted an "anomalous" part of the supersymmetry variation of K 1 : the correct descendant is
It was shown in [13] how the missing piece of the descendant can be derived in a graph calculation. In point splitting regularisation one must insert the gauge connection between two elementary fields that are not at the same point. It is the supersymmetry variation of the connection that accounts for the two fermion part of the descendant. The two fermion piece became known as the "Konishi anomaly".
In a separate paper we will present a graph calculation concerning the analogous anomaly for [0, J, 0] operators with weight ∆ = J + 2. In BMN inspired notation the highest weight of such an operator can be a combination of
(a = 2, 3) in some arrangement of the fields into gauge group traces. We preempt the result of the exercise: The anomaly of the BMN singlets is correctly reproduced by the functional differential operator 1
where I = 1, 2, 3 (so the operator does act on Z,Z). Supersymmetry and orthogonality considerations much like in the example above suffice to fix the lowest order two fermion admixtures to the all scalar BMN's. Order g 2 orthogonality yields then the g 2 mixing, too.
Next, superspace two-point functions of primary operators and descendants have different normalisations, because the descendant is usually obtained by a differentiation which brings out factors depending on the dimension of the operator [15] . We consider the standard gauge invariant BMN operators as opposed to the article [16] which is concerned with gauge non-invariant composites. It turns out that the differentiation trick when applied to the BMN operators relates the two-loop anomalous dimensions rather directly with the two fermion admixtures of the antisymmetric descendants. For J = 0, 1, 2 and gauge group SU(N) we work out the two-loop anomalous dimensions from a one-loop calculation. We agree to all orders in N with results obtained from the two-loop dilation operator of [17] . On the other hand the two-loop dilation operator approach reproduces the results of the g 4 graph calculation [9] .
The idea of the dilation operator grew out of the recent work about spin chains realised by N = 4 operators [18] , and references therein. Integrability of the spin chain enables the authors of [17] to predict anomalous dimensions up to three and four loops. The main aim of this article is to advocate the superspace differentiation method as a possible way to check these claims, since it effectively increases the loop order by one.
Finally we make some observations on the structure of the protected weight four double trace operator D 20 [19, 20, 21] . Its anomalous supersymmetry variation is not zero, although the operator is protected. The anomaly is cancelled by the naive transformation of a two fermion admixture to D 20 . This matching is required by the shortening conditions that the operator should obey.
The formula for the generalised Konishi anomaly is intereresting in its own right. It would be fascinating to make touch with [22] which derives an anomaly for a similar set of operators in an N = 1 setting.
Plan of the paper
In Section (2) we address the diagonalisation of BMN operators with two scalar impurities in each of the three possible SO(4) representations (singlet, antisymmetric and symmetric traceless). Although we do not aspire to resolve the mixing for arbitrary N, we give bases for one-loop protected and unprotected operators in each of the three representations and demonstrate the descendant structure for general N and J. We show that the one-loop mixing matrix 2 of the singlet operators equals the tree-level mixing of their antisymmetric descendants. The situation persists between the antisymmetric operators and their symmetric descendants.
Section (3) explains the aforementioned equivalence of mixing matrices on the basis of differentiation of abstract two-point functions on N = 4 harmonic superspace. The absence of descendants for the one-loop protected operators is shown to take the form of a shortening condition of the "semishort" type [11] .
In Section (4) we discuss mixing with operators involving fermion impurities in the antisymmetric representation.
In Section (5) we fix the operator mixing up to order g 2 in the antisymmetric and symmetric representations, for J = 0, 1, 2 and SU(N) gauge group. We derive the two-loop anomalous dimensions by differentiation on superspace.
In Section (6), we check consistency of our results with the diagonalisation of the two-loop dilation operator.
Finally in Section (7) we fix the operator mixing through g 2 in the singlet. We check our formula for the anomaly and re-derive our equation for the two-loop anomalous dimensions.
In two appendices we discuss the N = 4 supersymmetry transformations and the SU(4) → SO(4) × U(1) branching relevant in the BMN limit, and give technical details of the calculations of Section (2).
BMN operators with two impurities
Throughout the paper it is assumed that for each value of J the rank of the gauge group N is high enough for all operators to be independent.
We distinguish two classes of operators: Type I has both impurities in the same gauge trace, type II has the impurities in different gauge traces. We shall study the tree-level and one-loop mixing of the charge J objects
with total U(1) J charge J = n i=1 J i and J 0 ≤ J 1 (J 0 = 0 for type II in SU(N)). To save space we have denote traces with parantheses (). The impurities φ a , φ b can be any of φ 2 , φ 3 ,φ 2 ,φ 3 . Operators involving fermion or gauge field impurities decouple from these at order g 2 , where g is the YM coupling.
The one-loop combinatorics has the surprising feature not to touch upon the factor i Z J i . We will therefore often avoid writing out the product and rather use the abbreviation Π Z in most formulae.
Since resolving the mixing has proven to be much more intricate than originally expected we will mainly focus on identifying protected operators and/or decoupling of classes of operators from other classes. To distinguish the representations, we use st to denote symmetric tensors, as to denote antisymmetric tensors and sin singlets.
We use the N = 1 formalism in Euclidean signature. The tree-level two-point functions of charge J singlet operators have coordinate dependence
What is more, there is only one one-loop superspace integral. 3 Its θ,θ = 0 component yields
We have not indicated the divergence in the integral. It has to be cancelled by renormalisation of the correctly diagonalised operators which introduces the scheme dependent constant α behind the logarithm.
The difficulty lies in the combinatorics for U(N) or SU(N) gauge group. In this section we do not explicitly evaluate the combinatorics, but rather present proofs based on only a few Wick contractions, employing the rules
where () denotes a trace and c 0 = 0, 1 in U(N) and SU(N), respectively.
The scalar fields are to be contracted using the "propagator" φ a Iφ I b = δ ab . The idea is to contract the impurities and leave Z andZ untouched [8] . Chain sums occuring in the one-loop calculations are collected into correlators with one more occurrence of Z,Z. In the one-loop calculations all trace terms with c 0 actually cancel; The formulae hold for U(N) as well as SU(N).
We will move part of the discussion to Appendix (10) in order to avoid blurring the conclusions in the main text.
The antisymmetric representation
The tree-level mixing between a type I and a type II object (so far without explicit symmetrisation) is given in (148). It is invariant under both J 0 ↔ J 1 − J 0 and J 0 ↔J 1 −J 0 . Consequently, the mixing vanishes if one of the two operators is antisymmetrised w.r.t. exchange of the two impurities. Thus the antisymmetric type I operators decouple at tree-level from type II.
The type I / type I and type II / type II one-loop mixing is given in formulae (150) and (151), respectively. From the symmetry under exchange of the impurities we deduce that antisymmetric type II operators have vanishing one-loop mixing with anything else. They are one-loop protected.
In the antisymmetric representation there is therefore a very clear cut criterion:
The potentially unprotected operators are of type I. They are automatically treeorthogonal to the (one-loop) protected operators. Note that any antisymmetric type I operator is a sum of commutators and can be obtained as a supersymmetry variation of some singlet.
The symmetric traceless representation
Most conveniently we choose a representative with twice the same chiral impurity field, say φ 2 . The only non-vanishing graphs involve a matter exchange corresponding to the effective vertex [8] :
When looking for protected operators we can restrict our attention to one "half" of the graphs: The contraction of the antichiral matter vertex on the operator has an openφ 3 leg. The chiral matter vertex contracted on the conjugate operator at the other end of the two-point function similarly has an open φ 3 leg, which is its only connection to the first half. The vanishing of the first half of the two-point function is a sufficient condition for an operator to be one-loop protected.
We are therefore led to consider linear combinations
of type I and type II symmetric operators, whose contraction on the antichiral matter vertex vanishes. Explicit calculations for low J show that these exhaust more than one half of the total space of operators.
Let us sharpen this statement. It is a quick calculation to check that all terms in the contraction of the antichiral matter vertex on any type I or II symmetric operator have the gauge trace structure of antisymmetric type I operators of charge J − 1, with impurities φ 2 andφ 3 . Since the contraction operation is linear, its kernelthe protected operators arising in this way -has as its dimension the number of all symmetric charge J operators minus the dimension of the image. The remaining, potentially unprotected operators O u must be tree-level orthogonal to this set of protected linear combinations. The dimension of this space is exactly that of the image of the contraction operation. It is therefore smaller or equal to the number of antisymmetric charge J − 1 operators.
The tree-orthogonality condition is:
We will now prove that descendants of charge J − 1 antisymmetric operators have this property. Take a representative
and apply the supersymmetry variation 4
The symbol refers to the double application of a certain supercharge of the N = 4 theory, see Appendix (9) . We find
a difference of symmetric charge J type I operators. We can write the double supersymmetry transformation as a contraction on a chiral vertex. Then the treeorthogonality condition (13) becomes
and is automatically fulfilled since the contraction of the antichiral vertex on L is zero by definition. Now, any charge J −1 antisymmetric type I operator has such a descendant, whereas (δ 1 ) 2 yields zero when acting on a type II operator. Thus we have shown that a basis for the symmetric charge J operators carrying one-loop anomalous dimension is given by the descendants of the antisymmetric charge J − 1 type I operators. In particular, these are simply differences of symmetric type I operators.
On the other hand, the coefficients in the protected linear combinations are N dependent and we did not obtain them in closed form.
The singlets
For technical convenience we introduce SO(4) singlets: Let us define
with a = 2, 3 in the first two operators. Tree-level orthogonalisation w.r.t. one-loop protected operators organises the SO(4) singlets into components of various SU(4) representations, see below.
In order to identify protected operators we consider directly the one-loop mixing matrix of the singlets. Details of the calculation are given in Appendix (10) . We find that type II operators are protected. The non-vanishing pieces of the mixing matrix are type I / I, I / III, and III / III and are given in (152),(153) and (154), repectively. The matrix is singular and it is not hard to find the zero eigenvectors. For each type III operator there is a protected linear combination with a set of type I operators with the same Π i (Z J i ). As a basis for the unprotected operators we may choose type I. The tree-level orthogonalisation w.r.t. the protected structures involves coefficients with rather non-trivial N dependence and we did not obtain a result in closed form.
The expressions for the one-loop mixing of the various operators are exactly the negative of the tree-level mixing of their descendants under (δ 1 ) 2 . This observation extends to the type II operators: They vanish under the supersymmetry variation and correspondingly the one-loop contribution to their two-point function with any other operator is zero.
Let us now return to the SU(4) picture. The operators pick up a ZZ piece:
The property of protectedness of the type II operators is now lost. As a guideline for identifying the one-loop protected operators we use the criterion that they be annihilated by (δ 1 ) 2 . We introduce a change of basis
Hence all antisymmetric type I operators of charge J + 1 are descendants of thẽ O sin, I . Further, one may check from (152),(153) and (154) that the redefined type II operators are one-loop protected and that the one-loop mixing matrix of the new type I operators is
i.e. the negative of the tree-level mixing of their descendants.
Summary
We have confirmed the intuition that unprotected operators are essentially type I objects: in the singlet type I orthogonalised w.r.t. protected operators, in the antisymmetric representation exactly type I and in the symmetric differences of type I operators. Amongst the unprotected operators, the symmetric ones are descendants of antisymmetric operators, and the antisymmetric operators are descendants of singlets. This generalises exactly the structure observed in the J = 2 example discussed in [5] .
Further, the one-loop mixing of the singlet operators is proportional to the tree-level mixing of their symmetric descendants from which it follows by unitarity that there is no one-loop protected singlet operator other than the ones we identified. Likewise, the one-loop mixing of the antisymmetric type I operators is
which equals the negative of the tree-level mixing matrix of their symmetric descendants under the N = 4 supersymmetry variation (δ 4 ) 2 , see Appendix (9) .
The diagonalisation of a set of operators in N = 4 SYM at lowest order in the gauge coupling constant requires orthogonalisation of the tree-level and the one-loop mixing matrices [5, 6] . The change of basis has to coincide in the three representations as they are connected by supersymmetry. Let V sin , V as , V st denote the tree-level mixing of the singlets, the antisymmetric and the symmetric BMN operators, respectively. Further we define Z to be the change of basis which diagonalises the singlets and Γ 1 the diagonal matrix of first anomalous dimensions. By reinstating the g in the commutator terms in the supersymmetry transformations and putting in the normalisation factors from (7) and (8) we obtain: 5,6
Superspace two-point functions
The analysis in Section (2) was largely based on the SO(4) decomposition suitable for the BMN limit. In this section we need the N = 4 harmonic superspace of [23, 24, 11] and the shortening conditions of [11] , i.e. representation theory of SU(4). Indeed the two pictures are not so different: At low J one can check explicitly that the tree-level orthogonalisation w.r.t. the protected operators rearranges the SO(4) singlets into SU(4) representations. We illustrate this by the example of the Konishi operator and the stress energy tensor multiplet Q 20 ′ : For J = 0 we have the two
, which is the usual lowest component of the Konishi operator, barring a normalisation factor. For J = 1, 2 this works in a strictly analogous way: The operators that can pick up a one-loop anomalous dimension are in the [0, J, 0] representation of SU(4).
They have naive scaling dimension ∆ = J +2. In [10] this was elaborated for general J but to leading order in N.
Next, observe that the supersymmetry transformations (138) are invariant under multiplication by the SU(4) harmonics u Â A of the N = 4 harmonic superspace of [11] , because the u variables do not transform under Q-supersymmetry. We associate the supersymmetry transformations with superspace covariant derivatives as follows:
We will use the double derivative (D 1 ) 2 to go from the singlets (or rather the [0, J, 0] ground states) to the antisymmetric descendants and the double derivative (D 4 ) 2 to pass to the symmetric descendants. Note that there can be no field redefinitions due to the (θσ µ )∂ µ (or c.c.) part of the covariant derivatives, since {D 1 , D 4 } = 0 and we put θ,θ = 0 after differentiation.
According to [11] the field content of the highest weight state of the [0, J, 0] multiplets with scaling weight ∆ is correctly reproduced by the product
where W 12 is the N = 4 on-shell YM multiplet and Ψ is the N = 4 chiral multiplet. If and only if the operator has exactly ∆ = J + 2, the multiplet will obey the shortening conditions
The multiplet is "semishort" in this case. An example is the operator D 20 from [19, 21] at J = 2. In Section (2) we had indeed concluded that the one-loop protected operators had vanishing descendants in the antisymmetric 6, which via (146) coincides with the shortening conditions of the last equation.
The superspace form of the operators (30) suggests a similar factorisation of their two-point functions:
This is indeed the unique superspace two-point function with the correct transformation properties under the full superconformal group SU(2, 2|4), because the three pieces transform locally at both ends like the constituents W, Ψ,Ψ and because Q and S supersymmetry fix the complete dependence on the spinor coordinates. For details of the construction see [20, 25] . The most elegant way of constructing such two-or three-point functions is probably superconformal inversion [26] .
For later use we note that the θ,θ = 0 component of the function is [20] O(
If the harmonics are stripped off, the factor in the numerator will become the combination of Kronecker deltas typical for a two-point function of operators in the [0, J, 0] irrep of SU (4).
In order to go to the descendant two-point function we apply the differential operator
The field W 12 is Grassmann analytic: The operatorD 1 annihilates it. Likewise, the fieldW 12 at the second point obeys the complex conjugate shortening conditions and is annihilated by D 1 . The second factor of the two-point function is also not seen by the differentiation due to its chirality. Hence the differential operator goes through to the third factor in (32):
Now, the antichiral/chiral two-point function is simply
where the labels 1,2 indicate the points. In the x difference there is an antichiral x R at point 1 and a chiral x L at point 2. The differential operator with the outer thetas put to zero will now act on the exponential only. It produces a contraction of harmonics times a box operator. The lowest component of the descendant two-point function is therefore:
where the constant c 1 is some even power of 2 and depends on how we scale the covariant derivatives on superspace relative to the N = 4 supersymmetry transformations (138) acting on the elementary fields.
The harmonic projector indicates that the descendant at point 1 carries the SU(4) irrep [2, J, 0]. We may verify this also directly from the fact that the all scalar descendants are type I operators: The raising operators of SU(4) may be chosen such that
These operations annihilate the antisymmetric type I operators with impurities {φ 2 , φ 3 }, whereby the latter are highest weight states. If we put all boxes with label 1 into the first row of a Young tableau, all boxes with label 2 in the second row etc. we see that there is a complete column, which is to be deleted. The Dynkin labels of the representation are then once again found to be [2, J, 0].
The central observation of this section is another one, though: While the two-point function of the descendants has the expected x dependence, it has an additional factor
Hence in an orthogonal basis the descendant two-point function has to lowest order an additional factor 2γ 1 g 2 /(4π 2 ) on the ground state two-point function. This explains our observation of the equality of the matrix of one-loop two-point functions of the singlets with the tree-level two-point functions of the antisymmetric descendants. More is true: The second correction to the anomalous dimension γ 2 is contained in the constant at g 4 . In the following we will calculate this number for the J = 0, 1, 2 singlet operators for gauge group SU(N).
To go from the antisymmetric operators to the symmetric operators we use the differential operator (D 4 ) 2 | 1 (D 4 ) 2 | 2 . By chirality and Grassmann analyticity this acts only on the second factor of (32). Once again, we obtain a harmonic projector and a box operator. The θ,θ = 0 component of this descendant two-point correlator looks like
To read off the representation of the descendant at point 1 we dualise the upper 4 into a lower antisymmetrised {1, 2, 3}. On putting equal labels into the rows of a Young tableau, we find the Dynkin labels [2, J, 2]. On the other hand the operators able to carry one-loop anomalous dimension were differences of type I objects. The sequence (D 4 ) 2 (D 1 ) 2 takes the singlets to symmetric operators with two φ 2 = φ 13 impurities. Differences of these are indeed annihilated by the raising operations defined above. Determining the representation from its highest weight we fall again upon [2, J, 2].
Last, the occurrence of the second factor (37) in (38) explains the equality of the oneloop matrix of two-point functions of the antisymmetric operators with the tree-level two-point correlators of their symmetric descendants.
Operators with fermion impurities
So far we have only considered operators constructed from scalar fields. In the [0, J, 0] irrep of SU(4) at naive scaling weight ∆ = J + 2 there are also the operators (we give the highest weight state)
with some arrangement of the elementary fields in traces of the gauge group generators.
Likewise, in the [2, J, 0] irrep with naive scaling weight ∆ = J + 3 we can write
In the [2, J, 2] with classical dimension ∆ = J + 4 there is no Lorenz scalar involving fermion impurities. These are the "pure operators" of [17] .
There should be mixing of the all scalar operators with their two fermion counterparts. The double fermion operators have one elementary field less than their all scalar partners. On general field theory grounds we expect mixing like
and similarly in the [2, J, 0] irrep.
Consider the operators Y [2,J,0] . We can again distinguish type I and II operators where the fermions play the role of the impurities:
These operators have the descendants
Hence the descendants of the type I double fermion terms are differences of type I symmetric operators, quite like the descendants of the antisymmetric all scalar operators. We now have more operators in the [2, J, 0] irrep than descendants in the [2, J, 2]. Operators with equal descendants must be part of the same multiplets. Moreover, they have the same naive scaling weight and SU(4) and spin assignments so that they compete for the same slot in the multiplets, in a pictorial manner of speaking.
Recall that the derivative of the all scalar operators comes with a single power of g. We can therefore avoid the problem by defining the order g all scalar addition to the Y [2,J,0] such that the overall descendant is zero: It would be impossible to cancel the descendants of the all scalar antisymmetric type I BMN's: They pick up a single power of the coupling constant g under the supercovariant derivative, whereas their order g two fermion addition goes to g 3 times a symmetric descendant.
Lowest order orthogonalisation of theŶ w.r.t. the antisymmetric all scalar BMN operators surprisingly fixes the latter's two fermion admixture:
is a non-singular 7 linear system for the matrix B in terms of A, which is in turn defined by (46). Note that the equations are not altered by admixtures to theŶ of type II all scalar operators; the latter are tree-orthogonal to type I, see Section (2).
The "anomaly coefficients" B found in the worked examples below are of very simple form. This matrix can perhaps be found in closed form by the techniques of Section (2).
Operator mixing and anomalous dimensions for low J's
In this section we restrict to gauge group SU(N) with the obvious motivation of reducing the number of operators. We wish to achieve an explicit solution of the mixing, not relying on any particular limit.
The case J = 2 is the most interesting of the three since there is non-trivial operator mixing, which we will fix up to g 2 for the antisymmetric and the symmetric BMN operators. The discussion of the fermion mixing in the singlet is postponed to Section (7).
On the singlets
We have the six SO(4) all scalar singlets
with r ǫ {2, 3}. The last two operators can be obtained from the 1/2 BPS highest weights (ZZ)(ZZ) and (ZZZZ), respectively, via the SU(4) lowering operator ∂
3 . 8 They are protected. The fourth operator is of type II and is also (one-loop) protected. The matrix
orthogonalises the first three operators w.r.t. all the protected operators and the fourth one w.r.t. the 1/2 BPS components. The first four operators now contain the full SU(4) traces φ aφ a + ZZ, so that they are seen to belong to the [0, 2, 0] of SU(4). A second transformation
rotates to the basis of [5] . The fourth operator is the semishort D 20 .
In [5] the diagonalisation of the first three operators has been worked out explicitly.
Let us defineÕ
The tree-level and the one-loop logarithm of the two-point functions of the first three operators are diagonalised by the further transformation
(with the appropriate restriction of M) and
where
and the ξ f are the three roots of the polynomial equation 
We find
and
The antisymmetric and symmetric representations
The classical supersymmetry variation (138) of the singlets (48) yields
O as,4 = 0 , O as,5 = 0 , O as,6 = 0 .
Multiplication with R acts as the identity because the protected operators have vanishing descendants. The transformation to the orthogonal basis is therefore simply Z.
Next, we have the double fermion operators
from which we define hatted operators without symmetric descendants:
We can now use equation (47) to determine the two fermion term behind the O as . We define a 3 × 4 matrix of "anomaly coefficients":
Before we give the actual solution let us switch a comment on the fermion propagator. From (138) we see that {Z, ψ 2 } can be put into an N = 1 chiral multiplet:
The N = 1 directions are δ 1 ,δ 1 . On expanding Φ 1 Φ 1 according to (35) we find for the fermion propagator:
We can now proceed to solving (47):
The hatted operators are not diagonal to order g 2 after the change of basis by Z: The tree-level and simple log parts remain diagonal, of course. But the tree-level twopoint functions of the two fermion part contribute a non-diagonal mixing at order g 2 . In order to cancel this we introduce a g 2 addition into the hatted operators:
The matrix C can be uniquely determined by the following three criteria:
• After changing basis via Z we do not wish C to have diagonal components, because these correspond to trivial rescalings of the operators. In more mathematical terms:
• After the change of basis we want the operators to be orthogonal. Define
and we impose S f h = 0 , f = h .
(70)
• Third, we want the (D 4 ) 2 descendants of the operators to stay orthogonal. Let
(The descendant correlator has lowest order g 2 .) The g 2 subleading constant contribution to the two-point functions of the descendants is
Orthogonality means
Note that C does not contribute to the diagonal elements of S, T because we required it to have vanishing diagonal in the orthogonal basis.
We have all in all nine linear equations for the nine elements of the matrix C. In the case at hand the solution is unique if somewhat complicated: 
Let us conclude the section with two observations about the structure of the problem:
• All equations we have solved here are linear. The only quadratic problem is the original one of [5] , i.e. to fix the g 0 mixing. Whereas this is expected for the matrix C it comes as a surprise for B.
• In the orthogonal basis the only contribution to the g 2 subleading constant comes from the fermion admixture and its derivative in the antisymmetric representation and the symmetric representation, respectively. Below we will calculate the second anomalous dimension from exactly this contribution. This is in sharp contrast to [16] , where fermions were not considered.
How to extract γ 2
LetǑ denote the diagonalised operators as before. We factor the x dependence out of the two-point functions. To this end we multiply the two-point functions of singlets by X sin = (4π 2 x 2 12 ) (J+2) , the two-point functions of their antisymmetric descendants by x 2 12 X sin and those of the symmetric descendants by x 4 12 X sin . Since we need to keep track of the powers of g in the supersymmetry transformation from singlet to antisymmetric representation we also need to scale the O as by g.
We define thereforeS f f = (g 2 x 2 12 X sin ) S f f andT f f = (g 2 x 4 12 X sin )T f f . Let the tree-level normalisation constant of the singlet two-point functions be denoted as a 0 .
What remains of the two-point functions in the antisymmetric representation is:
Similarly:
Recall that the one-loop graph calculations lead in both cases to only one type of divergent x space integral, see (8) . The constant α behind the logarithm is therefore the same in both correlators for any well-defined regularisation scheme. The other constant a 2 can arise from the derivative of an order g double fermion additionỸ [0,J,0] to the singlet operators. After all, hidden in T f f the correct two-point function of the symmetric descendants contains a rescaling stemming from the derivative of the anomaly of the antisymmetric operators. Even if generally a 2 = 0, as an overall normalisation it is not affected by the differentiation (D 4 ) 2 which leads from the first to the second correlator.
Next,
and one findsT
The difference (77) -2γ 1,f g 2 /(4π 2 ) (76) is independent of a 2,f , α.
We want to match it with the corresponding difference of abstract superspace functions (38) -2γ 1,f g 2 /(4π 2 ) (36). The arbitrary normalisation c 1 in those equations can be fixed by individually matching the lowest order of (36) and (76). We also take into account the tree-level normalisation a 0,f . The resulting equation is
Explicitly:
(The dimension of the singlets was defined as ∆ = J + 2 + γ 1
J = 1
The SO(4) singlets are
The second operator equals 2 3 ∂ 
which has tree-level two-point function
and first anomalous dimension
In the antisymmetric representation we have
which receive the order g correctionŝ
The matrix C is absent. Repeating the same steps as above we find
(90)
J = 0
The second operator is a component of the stress-energy tensor multiplet O 20 , as mentioned above. Tree-level orthogonalisation completes O sin,1 to the Konishi op-eratorÕ
with tree-level two-point function
Its first anomalous dimension is
For the second correction to the anomalous dimension we find
6 Test against the two-loop dilation operator
According to [17] the correctly orthogonalised operators and their dimensions can be obtained from the eigenvalue problem of the dilation operator represented as a functional differentiation on a given operator basis. The two-loop differential operator adapted to the symmetric two impurity BMN operators is
with
.
In this formulaŽ = δ/δZ etc. and the normal ordering means that the functional derivatives do not act within the operator itself.
A first consistency check with our material is the zero eigenspace of △ 2 and △ 4 . For J = 0, 1, 2 with gauge group SU(N) we find agreement: The orthogonal complement of the zero eigenspace is given by differences of type I symmetric operators.
Let us restrict our attention to such operators. The dilation operators △ 0,2,4 send the space into itself, so that we may associate matrices with them:
Let our operators compose a vector O. The operators as well as the eigenvalues (viz the dimensions) have an expansion in g 2 like the dilation operator:
We arrange the eigenvalues into a diagonal matrix Λ. The eigenvalue problem
expanded through g 2 gives the equation
Suppose we solve this by going to a diagonal basis (Above we denoted this byǑ. For simplicity we do not change all the symbols.) The next order of the eigenvalue problem is
As before, we introduce the g 2 mixing C
In this equation the first term on the r.h.s. has zero diagonal, because Λ 2 is diagonal. As a consequence, in the basisǑ the diagonal of the matrix D 4 contains the g 4 contribution to the eigenvalues and the off-diagonal part has to be cancelled by the g 2 operator admixture defined by C ′ . Note that the matrix C ′ has no influence on Λ 4 , quite like in our calculation above. If we require the absence of trivial g 2 rescalings, C ′ is once again uniquely determined.
For J = 0, 1 agreement with our method is immediate. For J = 2 we used 150 digits precision numerics under Mathematica to calculate in the dilation operator method. For the g 2 operator mixing we must have
while the values for γ 2 can be directly compared. To the given accuracy there are no deviations.
Operator Mixing in the Singlet
Recall that the SO(4) singlet contains the operators O sin,J , Y [0,J,0] ,Ỹ [0,J,0] and X = Z J−2 (D µ Z)(D µ Z) in some gauge trace arrangement.
The operators Y,Ỹ are descendants: The naive supersymmetry variation (δ 2 ) 2 acts on antisymmetric all scalar BMN operators with impurities {φ 2 , φ 3 } like
. Up to order g 2 there should be no anomaly. The supersymmetry transformation (D 3 ) 2 acting on O as with impurities {φ 2 ,φ 3 } gives analogous formulae withỸ replaced by Y but remarkably an identical O sin part.
Similarly, the X operators are descendants of the Y [2,J,0] :
In Section (4) we had defined the operatorsÔ f
. From the formulae above their descendants under (D 2 ) 2 are of the form
where the dots denote terms of order g 2 and higher.
On the other hand, for the O sin we expect mixing likê
These operators are apparently primary. Hence they ought to be orthogonal to the descendants (114) which belong to multiplets with highest weights at lower J.
Order g orthogonalisation fixes the matrixB just as in eq. (47) in the antisymmetric representation. The resulting linear system of equations is once again guaranteed to be non-singular due to the unitarity of the theory. Note that the coefficients for Y andỸ always come out equal.
Let us execute this programme for the case J = 2. For the O sin we use the basis (48). The Yukawa like operators arê
Both of these are level four descendants of the Konishi scalar K 1 [21] .
Order g orthogonality w.r.t. theÔ sin determineš
The double derivative (D 1 ) 2 replaces both fermions inỸ by commutators of scalars whereas we find
because the first transformation sends ψ 2α to a Yang-Mills covariant derivative D = ∂ + g[A, ·] on Z and the second variation converts the vector field in the derivative into another fermion.
Second, (D 1 ) 2 when acting on O sin produces not only the naive descendant but also the generalised Konishi anomaly. We repeat formula (4)
for the anomalous part of the supersymmetry. The generalised Konishi anomaly does not lead to order g 3 all scalar admixtures and it annihilates the 1/2 BPS states.
Remarkably, the operator F K changes over the gauge trace structures whereas the naive supersymmetry transformations never do so.
Let us define the coefficient matrix B 1 by
with the four Y [2,2,0] from equation (60). Similarly, we arrange the double fermion terms from the naive (
The two empty lines relating to O sin,5 , O sin,6 have been omitted. In the fourth line the two contributions cancel: The absence of the descendant is necessary for D 20 to be semishort. For the first three operators the sum of the two matrices exactly reproduces B from equation (66).
In the cases J = 0, 1 there are no Y,Ỹ operators in the singlet (also no X ). Correspondingly, the generalised Konishi anomaly accounts for the whole double fermion admixture to the antisymmetric descendants of the long operators.
Let us proceed by fixing the order g 2 additions to D 20 . The two Konishi descendants areK + 20 = (D 3 ) 2 (D 4 ) 2 K 1 andK − 20 = (D 1 ) 2 (D 2 ) 2 K 1 . Clearly, the first operator is annihilated by {D 3 , D 4 }. We conclude that to order g 2 {(D 3 ) 2 , (D 3 D 4 ), (D 4 ) 2 } vary its Yukawa part into the negative of the derivatives of the O sin admixture, and similarly for
has vanishing descendants (up to order g 3 ) in all six components of the antisymmetric representation, because under each of {(D 1 ) 2 , . . . , (D 3 ) 2 , . . .} the derivative of one Yukawa term cancels the generalised Konishi anomaly and that of the other compensates the variation of the g 2 scalar remixing.
In the basisÕ
the fourth operator is D 20 . The vectorǍ goes intǒ
Thus D 20 picks up a g 2 piece relating to itself which we scale away. The result is:
An addition of g 2 ((∂Z)(∂Z)) remains undetermined for the moment.
In the new basis let us write (for simplicity we omit the tilde on all symbols)
for f, h ǫ {1, 2, 3}. The condition Ô f sinD † 20 g 2 = 0 giveš
For completeness we mention that this basiš
The matrixČ f h can be fixed as follows:
• After changing to the tree-and one-loop logarithm orthogonal basis it should not have diagonal elements.
• In the orthogonal basis we want it to cancel g 2 off-diagonal contributions introduced by the Yukawa admixtures. The resulting equation is like (69) in the antisymmetric representation. LetȞ = Y Y † g 0 + ỸỸ † g 0 andǦ hh = O sin,h O † sin,h g 0 . The order g 2 constant part in the mixing iš
and we demandŠ f h = 0, f = h as before.
• The descendants in the antisymmetric representation must be as determined in the preceding sections. (We have already checked the double fermion terms.)
The g 2 subleading all scalar contribution in the antisymmetric descendants is
but we have to take care of the fact that the first term in the bracket actually introduces diagonal rescalings of the antisymmetric operators in the orthogonal basis; we had banned these in the above. We can therefore only impose
These are all in all 12 equations on 9 matrix elements, which constitutes a stringent consistency check. A solution does indeed exist:
As an illustration of our differentiation method we re-derive the second anomalous dimensions in going from the singlet to the antisymmetric representation: The singlet operators in our definition have a g 2 constant contribution to their two-point functions arising from the square of the Yukawa additions:
On the other hand, the diagonal rescalings of the descendant operators turn out to be
(We have taken out the x dependence and a factor of (4π 2 ) −(J+2) .) On forming a difference of the descendant and 2γ 1 g 2 /(4π 2 ) times the singlet two-point functions these two constants cancel. Matching with the abstract prediction of harmonic superspace immediately reproduces equation (80).
Conclusions
We have clarified how to compute two-loop anomalous dimensions of gauge invariant BMN operators using a one-loop calculation supplemented by differentiation on superspace. The method requires determining the lowest order mixing of all scalar and two fermion operators, which can be deduced by a set of linear equations. The second anomalous dimension is found from the square of the two fermion admixtures. The problem in going beyond J = 2 is to fix the order g 0 mixing, which is a non-linear problem that cannot be solved explicitly in the general case. The differentiation and the dilation operator methods share this feature, of course.
Since the differentiation idea gives one additional loop order for free it is an obvious avenue of research to try and push the method to the next loop order at least for low J. We hope to obtain information relevant to the integrability of the spin chain picture.
We note that the values for γ 2 seem to bear no simple relation to γ 1 , see also [10] . The hope to find universal formulae for the whole class of operators even at finite J and N is therefore slim.
Our arguments do certainly rely on a crucial assumption -namely that the N = 4 supersymmetry transformations can more or less be taken at face value. It is of course a long standing problem how to justify this: Supersymmetry is essentially not compatible with any known regulator and has to be enforced step by step using Ward identities. 9 The most striking manifestion of the problem relevant to this work is the occurrence of the Yang-Mills covariant derivative in the supersymmetry transformation of the spinor fields: Supersymmetry itself is disjoint from gauge symmetry. In a manifest quantum formulation like N = 1 one fixes the Wess-Zumino gauge to eliminate the unphysical fields. Supersymmetry has to be accompanied by a compensating gauge transformation in order to conserve the gauge choice [27] , which will eventually lead to the covariantisation of the derivative. We rather take the point of view that the covariant derivative is the only possible outcome of the procedure since otherwise the variation of a gauge singlet would not be another gauge invariant operator.
The cancellation of the two fermion part of the [2, 2, 0] descendant of D 20 is a necessary condition for it to be semishort. We observed that the operator suffers the general Konishi anomaly and only the combination with a second term coming from the variation of the covariant derivative in question will allow the multiplet to be short. The two terms are in fact of very similar origin since it is parallel transport by the Yang-Mills covariantised derivative that causes the anomaly.
We observe that semishortness of the operator requires a tail of higher order admixtures, which is quite different from the known 1/2 or 1/4 BPS primaries which do not seem to have such additions.
Note also that the other J = 2 operators remix with D 20 at order g 2 . This may suggest that order g 2 type II admixture to the antisymmetric type I do indeed exist. While we believe that the all scalar antisymmetric type II operators are primary and therefore as 1/8 BPS states also genuinely protected, it remains to see which of the Y operators in this representation are descendants. Similarly, the one-loop protected linear combinations in the symmetric representation are genuinely protected if primary, since the representation is 1/4 BPS. The fully symmetric structures are even 1/2 BPS.
The supersymmetry variation can act on the connection in a point splitting regu- 9 We thank M.Bianchi and G.Rossi for a clarifying discussion on this point. larisation, which is the mechanism originally displayed by Konishi. It is presumably true that this sort of effect is always subleading w.r.t. the classical supersymmetry variations, since it is an essential manner a quantum feature. We will discuss the generalisation of Konishi's argument to the BMN operators in a forthcoming publication. When transforming all scalar operators, the graphs leading to the one-loop anomaly will cancel in the antisymmetric representation, while they are present in the BMN singlet. The resulting g 2 shift can be traded for a double fermion admixture. In the literature it is affirmed that this is an operator identity [28] .
In particular, there should not be order g 2 reshufflings of the scalars due to the generalised anomaly. It is perhaps worth investigating whether other anomalous contributions can arise in the supersymmetry variations of the two fermion terms. Careful investigation of the steps of our calculation seems to exclude this to the given order in the coupling.
The combination of the two contributions in the variation of the singlets into the two fermion terms in the antisymmetric descendants gives a splendid confirmation of our formula for the generalised Konishi anomaly.
Group theory
The N = 4 SYM theory has the fields {φ [ 
The scalar fields obey the reality constraint
In order to make contact with the BMN limit it is convenient to decompose SU(4) into SO(4) × U(1) J . We use Z = φ 12 , for the charged singlet and φ 2 = φ 13 , φ 3 = φ 14 to denote the remaining two complex scalars.
The fermions decompose according to
with Aǫ{1 . . . 4}, rǫ{1, 2},ṙǫ{3, 4}. There is a similar decomposition for the hermitean conjugate.
So there are the four complex spinors ψ α r (+1/2) andψα r (+1/2) with ∆ = 3/2 and J = 1/2, or simply ∆ − J = 1 and also four complex spinors ψ α r (−1/2) andψα r (−1/2) with ∆ = 3/2 and J = −1/2, or simply ∆ − J = 2.
The supersymmetry charges undergo a similar decomposition and it turns out to be very convenient to separate them into sets that do and do not annihilate Z. To this end, define δ A : η B = 0, B = A ;η = 0 (141) δ A :η B = 0, B = A ; η = 0 From (138) it easy to see that the variations δ r : rǫ{1, 2} , δṙ :ṙǫ{3, 4}
preserve Z.
Consider first the transformationδ 1 :
A second application of the same transformation will now act only on the fermions. Furthermore, the field strength tensor cannot be generated since (η 1 ) 2 has no spin (0, 1) part. We find that (δ 1 ) 2 acts on the elementary fields in the singlet operators like (the transformation parameter and a factor 2 have been omitted)
This is the transformation mainly used in the paper, namely
where now Iǫ{1, 2, 3}.
More generally, the six components of the antisymmetric SO(4) representation are obtained from the singlets by the scalar part of
and the nine components of the symmetric traceless representation are found using
(scalar part in both anticommutators).
Technicalities
In the antisymmetric and symmetric representations let us choose φ 2 and φ 3 as impurities. The N = 1 super Feynman rules give non-vanishing correlations only with operators of the conjugate type involving the fieldsZ,φ 2 ,φ 3 . We remark that a symmetric representative with two equal impurities picks up an extra combinatorical factor of two.
The tree-level mixing between a type I and a type II object is
It is invariant under
Let us consider the one-loop Feynman diagrammes. Only matter exchange graphs contribute. In these a chiral and an antichiral matter vertex are connected on one leg, leading to the following three effective vertices:
The contraction of the first vertex above on the type II object gives a commutator ...[ZJ 0 ,ZJ 1 −J 0 ]... = 0. When dealing with the second vertex it is best to contract only the φ 2 , φ 3 fields (and c.c.), but to leave theZ, Z from the vertex untouched. Following [8] the normal ordering can be respected by explicitly subtracting out a contraction between these fields. After some simplifications: 11
The result is symmetric under J 0 ↔ J 1 − J 0 andJ 0 ↔J 1 −J 0 separately. The remaining effective vertex yields the expression above with both index exchanges, an equal contribution.
Next, the one-loop mixing between two type II operators shares the feature that the first effective vertex does not contribute. The second vertex yields
This expression is again symmetric under both J 0 ↔ J 1 − J 0 andJ 0 ↔J 1 −J 0 . The third vertex gives an equal contribution.
Let us now turn to the one-loop mixing in the singlet sector. We start by discussing the mixing of type I with type II operators. As above, in non-vanishing one-loop graphs the interaction must involve the impurities. We may divide the calculation into two sectors: First, one impurity of each of the operators in the two-point function is involved. The total contribution of such graphs is 16 times the r.h.s. of equation (150). Second, the interaction is only between the impurities. The contribution from this sector is equal but of opposite sign, hence there is exact cancellation.
This pattern is repeated in the mixing of type II with type II operators: We find 16 times the r.h.s. of equation (151) from the first sector and its negative from the second. It is easy to check that type II operators do not mix with the type III either. We arrive at the conclusion that type II singlet operators are one-loop protected.
Next we address the non-vanishing two-point functions. The one-loop mixing of a type III with another type III is via a Yang-Mills exchange. We find:
For the mixing of a type I operator with a type III we find only one sort of matter exchange diagramme, here calculated for the first term of the type I singlet:
This is symmetric under J 0 ↔ J 1 − J 0 so that the other three terms of the type I singlet all add an equal contribution.
Third, the type I / type I mixing matrix is
